




"'"ITVY e feel that the institution of a metropolitan planning

commission would be the beginning of a new day in the

growth of the Atlanta area. Planned development is the

only sure development. No man today trusts himself to

build a structure much bigger than a chicken ..coop without

a set of blueprints. How can such a vast and complicated

affair as a great metropolitan community have orderly growth

without a plan?"

Dr. Thomas H. Reed
The Reed Report

1938







Fortunately for the Atlanta Region, its leadership

determined the benefit of regional planning and

coordination more than half a century ago. A study

by nationally renowned urban planner Thomas Reed,

commissioned in 1938 by the Atlanta Chamber of

Commerce, the City of Atlanta and Fulton County,

recommended among other things - the formation

of a regional planning body

50 Years of Regional Planni

In 1947, the Georgia General Assembly created the Metropolitan Planning Commission (MPC), predecessor

to the Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) and the oldest multi-county, publicly funded planning agency

in the United States. Within the first 10 years of its existence, MPC recommended a public transportation

system, a regional expressway system, measures to protect water quality and supply in the Chattahoochee

River system and development of a regional parks system.

Fifty years later, it is difficult to imagine what our region would be like without the perspective and forum of

a regional planning body. Our two-county region of 1947 has grown into a major metropolis with 10 counties

and more than 3 million residents. The opportunities and challenges of that evolution have been great,

but the region's leaders and citizens always had a table around which to make major decisions.

Regional plans over the years have yielded region-shaping products like the MARTA system, Cobb Community

Transit, an extensive freeway system, the Metropolitan River Protection Act, Hartsfield Atlanta International

Airport's mid-field terminal and parallel runways, regional parks such as Stone Mountain and a regional

Human Services Investment Strategy. Programs such as VISION 2020 and the Regional Leadership Institute

are working to involve citizens and leaders in unprecedented ways to plan for our future success.

We are proud to have played a part in 50 years of service to this great region. Our mission in the Atlanta

regional community will continue to be to serve as a catalyst for positive change We thank the leadership

and citizens who over the past half-century have worked through this regional forum to find the common

good and make it a reality.
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50 Years of Region

An o •VerVI

W hen the Georgia General Assembly created the

Metropolitan Planning Commission (MPC) in 1947,

it provided planning for the City of Atlanta, Fulton,

and DeKalb counties. Fifty years later, its successor-

the Atlanta Regional Commission - represents

10 counties, home to more than 3 million people.

The Commission plays a key role in planning for

future, regional infrastructure improvements,

advancing cooperation and communication among area

governments, and perhaps above all - sustaining and

promoting a high quality of life for metro Atlanta residents.

In 1938, the City of Atlanta, Fulton County and the

Chamber of Commerce hired planning consultant Dr.

Thomas Reed of the National Municipal League to study

local government coordination in the Atlanta area. At

the time, Atlanta was a medium-sized city amidst

several small. mostly rural towns.

Growth was beginning to create

problems. Streets were often too

narrow, or unpaved; little park land

or open space existed; and housing

was frequently inadequate. In the

past, the city had attempted to

create planning authorities, but,

outside of a few zoning laws,

they met with little success.

Moreover, surrounding local

governments were also

falling short in meeting

community needs.

Fulton
The Metropolitan Planning
Commission, formed in 7947,
coordinated planning for two
counties and the City of Atlanta.

More than 50 years ago, Atlanta's growing pains spurred a study that
recommended a regional planning body.

The Predecessors
"There is the gravest need in Atlanta and the surrounding
territory for planning of the most fundamental kind. The bald
fact is that the city of Atlanta presents in their most aggravated
form the consequences of unregulated growth, and the metro-
politan region surrounding the city is rapidly building up in
the same unguided manner ... "

- the Reed Report, 1938

Among his many recommendations, Dr. Reed, a noted

urban planner, endorsed the idea of a regional planning

commission. He noted that the Atlanta area shared a

variety of economic and social bonds across jurisdic-

tional lines and that the "cross-purposes of the various

local governments were hampering regional success."

The implementation of Dr. Reed's ideas was interrupted

by political jockeying and World War II, but after the war

the need for a regional planning agency arose anew. A

1946 bond issue raised money for a number of physical

improvements, including the beginning of the expressway

system - probably the most visible sign of a burgeoning

metropolis. Ready or not, Atlanta was becoming a region,

and the region needed shaping. Finally, in 1947, the

Metropolitan Planning Commission (MPC) was created.



The new agency went to work devising a master plan

for its two counties and the City of Atlanta. In 1952, it

released Up Ahead, which encouraged focused growth in

an area roughly corresponding to the inside of today's

1-285. Up Ahead's proposals included large regional parks,

greenbelts and a new airport. However, local leaders

rejected the report. In fact. the whole idea of regional

planning was still met with skepticism, and the MPC

went back to the drawing board.

Its next major report, the 1954 Now ... for Tomorrow,

reflected an expansionist view Many of its recommen-

dations still seem visionary today: Stone Mountain Park,

a health and hospital council, strong zoning ordinances

and new freeways to connect the region. Now .. for Tomorrow

is the overall blueprint that helped create the metropolis

we live in today.

Regional Agency is Reconstituted and Expanded
In 1960, recognizing the need for broader planning, MPC

invited Clayton, Cobb, and Gwinnett counties to join the

organization. The three counties accepted, and the Atlanta

Region Metropolitan Planning Commission (ARM PC) was

formed in 1961.

The 1960s were dominated by discussion of mass

transit. In 1960, the MPC's final report had dealt with

What You Should Know About Rapid Transit; with the excep-

tion of the futuristic monorail on its cover, its text and

illustrations today seem remarkably prescient.

Stone Mountain Park,
along with other
regional facilities such
as a civic center and
new freeways,
resulted from the
MPC's Now ... for
Tomorrow plan.

In 1962, the Federal Highway Act tied highway funding

to metropolitan planning, boosting the ARM PC's impor-

tance. Additionally, the 1964 Urban Mass Transportation

Act provided regional planning efforts with transit funding,

facilitating development of mass transit systems. ARMPC

responded with a comprehensive plan for a regional

transportation system, including highways, an expanded

airport and the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority

(MARTA), which was approved in a 1965 referendum. The

very idea of focusing on alternate forms of transporta-

tion was a turning point in the planning authority's outlook

and its impact on the region.

The need for changes in the region's planning apparatus

became increasingly obvious. By the end of the 1960s,

several regional planning agencies operated in the Atlanta

area, in addition to ARM PC: one each for health, crime

and highways. Finally, a group of Georgia legislators -

including Howard Atherton, Elliott Levitas, Grace Hamilton,

Gerald Horton, Sam Nunn and Sidney Marcus - drafted

legislation to create a single, comprehensive planning

entity for the entire Atlanta Region With the passage of

the legislation, Act 5, the Atlanta Regional Commission

was formed.

As early as 1960, MPC advocated regional rapid transit
to serve the growing Atlanta area.
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ARC Created to Move the Region Forward
The new organization began operation in the fall of

1971 with Dan Sweat as director, soon to be followed by

Harry West in 1973, with Cobb County's Ernest Barrett as

chairman. Immediately, ARC began planning programs

on water resources, social services, health, transportation

and criminal justice.

One of the first efforts of ARC after its formation in 1973 was to study
and create a plan to protect the Chattahoochee River from development.

In its very first year, the planning agency started work

on the Chattahoochee Corridor Study. After analysis of

the river area's water quality, life forms and development,

the study recommended preserving water quality as the

principle objective and outlined a policy prohibiting certain

kinds of development. This study led to the General

Assembly's passage of the Metropolitan River Protection

Act of 1973, essentially making the Chattahoochee Corridor

Plan law.

Meanwhile, ARC forged a nationally groundbreaking

transportation agreement with MARTA and Georgia's

Highway Department; created plans and studies regarding

crime issues; improved relations among local govern-

ments; and continued its studies of the region's water

supply and quality Rockdale and Douglas counties joined

ARC in 1973, increasing the ARC region to seven counties.

ARC adopted its first Regional Development Plan in

1975. It called for expansion of the region's transit system

to include a seven-county bus system and a five-county

rail system, elimination of several previously planned

expressways, and improvements to the region's road

systems, including consideration of HOV lanes on all

freeways. The plan called for more parks and open

space, as well as strong measures to protect the region's

water resources.

In the 1980s, ARC created a Decision Resources Center

to provide its vast planning data and information to the

public, while also proceeding with assessments of a pro-

posed Georgia 400, a potential second air-carrier airport

to serve the Atlanta Region, services for the elderly,

employment training and continued economic growth.

Region Experiences Explosive Growth
In the meantime during the 1980s, the Atlanta Region

experienced the fastest period of growth in its history

Population and employment grew at unprecedented rates,

requiring ARC to revise its long-range growth forecasts

during the decade.

ARC worked intensively in the '80s with other regional

and state partners to address issues associated with this

growth, particularly related to long-term quality and

adequate supply of water. These efforts eventually led to

a tri-state water resource and allocation study that is

expected to produce allocation agreements among the

states in the coming year.

The Georgia Growth Strategies Commission worked

during the 1980s as well to address some of the challenges

associated with growth, their efforts resulting in the

passage of the Georgia Planning Act of 1989. The Act set

forth minimum planning standards that require compre-·

hensive plans for every local government and region in

the state.

Building Leadership and Shared Vision
Regional leadership was key to managing the challenges

and opportunities that lay ahead. In 1991, ARC and the

Metro Business Forum (now the Regional Business Coalition)

spearheaded creation of the Regional Leadership Institute

(RLl) to foster and build regional leadership and coop-

eration among public, private and non-profit sectors.



Later in the decade, the two organizations, along
with the Regional Leadership Foundation (the member-
ship organization of the RLI program) moved to create
another leadership and learning program called LINK
(Leadership, Involvement, Networking, Knowledge) It
provides annual visits to other cities in this country and
around the world to expose Atlanta Region leaders to
other metropolitan challenges and solutions.

When Atlanta was selected to host the 1996 Centennial
Olympic Games, ARC was charged with designing a trans-
portation plan that could serve the hundreds of thousands
of athletes, spectators and media that would converge
on our region for the largest Games ever.

Also in the early 1990s, ARC began to prepare for a
major update to its regional development plan With the
the region's rapid growth and development, new approaches
to community decision-making would be necessary. In
1991, ARC launched VISION 2020, the largest community-
based, long-range planning effort conducted in the country.
It involved litera Ily thou sands of citizens in creati ng, fi rst,
a common vision for the region's future direction and,
then, strategies to achieve that vision.

The ideals and 41 key initiatives resulting from
VISION 2020 form the foundation of the new 20-year
regional development plan expected to be adopted in 1998.
This comprehensive plan will endeavor to address the
transportation, land use, environmental and human service
needs of the Atlanta Region as it enters a new century

Since its inception, the regional planning body has
been the leading source of statistical information about
the Atlanta Region In recent years, ARC has taken that
role to new levels with an information packed CD-ROM
which is a part of the agency's new Economic Development
Information System (EDIS) that blends geographic infor-
mation systems and multimedia technology. A shared
Web site with the Metro Atlanta Chamber of Commerce
adds to these new resources that are helping to advance
and coordinate our economic development efforts worldwide
with the click of a mouse.

Reaching for Shared Future Success
Certainly, leadership and many opportunities have
brought our region great success. At the same time, we
must be mindful of the associated challenges and look to
new and innovative ways to address them. From air quality
and the region's transportation challenges, to maintaining
healthy economic growth and quality services for our
citizens, we have much on our collective, regional plate.

To meet the challenges and capitalize on the oppor-
tunities of the next 50 years, continued regional planning
and cooperation will be more critical than ever before.

Enhancing regional quality of
life must remain a top public,
private and civic priority.

Maintaining human service plans and programs that promote
healthy and vibrant citizens remains a key ARC ooiective.
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One of the key reasons for forming a metropolitan
planning body 50 years ago was to create a catalyst
for coordinated planning and action that would
be good for the whole region. This required finding
the common ground among varied interests and
working to fulfill shared needs. For anything worth-
while to come forth, however, there first had to
be relationship-building

Over the years, many relationships have been
formed in this regional forum. Tough competitors
have walked away with new respect for each other's
point of view. It has not always been, or will it
be, a peaceful process. But, regional decision-making
has yielded tremendously important investments in our
metropolis, and will be even more critical to our future.

As author Neal Pierce has so aptly observed, metro-
politan regions will be the new global competitors in the
future. Metro areas must be cohesive in their strategies
to achieve new levels of economic, social and quality of
life successes. Internal competition only weakens a region's
ability to compete globally

Forging Consensus for Action
Over the years, ARC and its predecessor agencies have
worked to create consensus around regional plans and
policies by working with public and private leaders and
citizens throughout the area. In the early '90s, ARC
surpassed its previous efforts and set a new standard for
community decision-making with the VISION 2020 project.

VISION 2020, an ambitious long-range planning effort,
sought to reach out to citizens in new and varied ways -
through TV townhall meetings, newspaper surveys, and
community forums in all areas of the Atlanta region.
Through these and many other efforts, thousands of regional

Building Regional

Visionary efforts by individuals, businesses and partnerships to improve the
Atlanta Region are recognized annually at ARCs Outlook Conference.

citizens became involved - many for the first time - in
crafting a vision for their region's future development

VISION 2020 established that, despite the region's
ethnic, racial and geographic diversity, there is a remarkable
amount of agreement on goals for our region's future.
In partnership with several other local organizations,
ARC has undertaken efforts to implement VISION 2020
goals - goals that will grow and change over time.

Fostering a Regional Leadership Network
The Regional Leadership Institute (RLI) is another way
ARC is working to create regionwide alliances that cross
civic, business, and geographic boundaries

The RLI came about in 1991 when ARC was preparing
to launch VISION 2020. It became apparent that a new
way of decision-making would require a cadre of regional
leaders with diverse and expanded perspectives.



ARC partnered with the Metro Business Forum (now

the Regional Business Coalition), to launch the RLI. ARC

supplied staff and curriculum; the Business Forum provided

contacts and recruitment muscle. The first year, the RLI

hosted three forums, partly due to the needs of VISION

2020. In years since, the organization has held one per year.

The RLI draws established leaders from a mix of

occupations, geographic areas, genders and ethnic groups

to reflect all sectors of the Atlanta Region community.

Each year, the RLI recruits about 60 people to meet for

a week of intensive seminars and working sessions intended

to showcase the issues facing Atlanta and America's

metropolitan areas.

ARC hopes the RLI and its member association, the

Regional Leadership Foundation, will evolve into a bona-

fide regional civic organization - to work hand in hand

with regional business and governmental groups to pursue

solutions to metro Atlanta's problems.

Reaching Out to Learn From Others
A program called LINK (Leadership, Involvement,

Networking, Knowledge) - initiated in 1997 by ARC, the

Regional Leadership Foundation and the Regional

Business Coalition - takes local leaders to other urban

regions for an opportunity to network, learn and explore

different approaches to resolving the challenges that face

America's metropolitan areas.

The inaugural trip in 1997 took about 60 Atlanta area

leaders to Denver, where they were exposed to another

region's challenges and met intensively with leaders

there to discuss regional solutions. In 1998, the LINK

The Regional Leadership Institute attracts new and emerging leaders from
diverse sectors to build regional problem-solving skills.

program will visit Seattle to learn how that high growth

area has managed its successes and challenges. After

Seattle, LINK will travel to other cities, possibly includ-

ing some sites outside the United States.

Finding common ground and solutions to critical

challenges ranks high on ARC's to-do list. No matter how

technically sound regional plans are, if they fail to tap

into the desires and needs of regional citizens, they are

not relevant. Providing a setting and process conducive

to regional decision-making, as well as the solid infor-

mation and planning needed to carry out those

decisions, will always be paramount to any successful

regional planning agency.

Local officials traveled to Denver with the first LINK visit
to learn from others regarding shared urban challenges.
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Transport

More than any other single factor, transportation
has shaped the Atlanta Region of today. Founded
in the 1830s as a major railroad center, originally
called Terminus, Atlanta has always counted
accessibility and mobility among its foremost
assets. The region owes its development as an
important commercial center to its national position as
a transportation hub - initially for rail and later for
automobile and air travel.

Since 1947, ARC and its predecessor agencies have
played a key role in developing the Atlanta Region's
transportation system, yielding many tangible results:
Hartsfield Atlanta International Airport, the region's
interstate highway system and the Metropolitan Atlanta
Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA), to name just a few.
Visionary transportation planning has guided the region
through half a century of unprecedented growth, during
which employment in the region grew by an average of
2.9 percent each year.

Early Regional Plans Build Mobility
The Metropolitan Planning Commission, a predecessor
to ARC, issued the Atlanta Region's first comprehensive
development plan, Up Ahead, in 1952. It recommended that
new public policies supporting mass transit be developed,
just a few years after the region's once-extensive streetcar
system had been abandoned. The plan also included a
proposal for an extended expressway system, including
portions of the eventual alignment for the 1-285perimeter.

Spectators witness the early days of commercial air travel at Atlanta's Municipal Airport.
Today, Hartsfield Atlanta International ranks as the world's second-busiest airport.

Guided by regional planning efforts, construction of roadways throughout the
Atlanta Region helped spur a half-century of phenomenal economic growth.

The second regional plan, the 1954 Now ... For Tomorrow,

also endorsed the idea for a perimeter highway. In
addition, the plan called for improvements to the regional
bus transit system and extension of the region's railroad
system to include the new outlying industrial districts
in Fulton and DeKalb counties, a goal accomplished through
construction of spur lines. Meanwhile, the future of the
interstate highway system was solidified on a national
level when Congress passed the National Defense and
Interstate Highway Act in 1956.

Rapid rai l's essential role in Atlanta's regional
transportation planning was confirmed with the 1960
transportation study Wnat You Snould Know About Rapid

Transit. A new regional plan completed two years later
proposed the region's first rapid transit rail system.
Congress gave its support to rapid transit in 1964 with
passage of the Urban Mass Transportation Act, linking
regional planning with transit funding Meanwhile,
recognizing the potential for growth in air travel, regional
planners completed the nation's first regional aviation
plan, the 1965 Airport Systems Plan. The plan called for
revamping Atlanta's airport to include many of the
features that have helped make Hartsfield Atlanta
International Airport the world's second-busiest airport.

Transit Becomes an Integral Link
The last links in 1-285were completed as the 1960s came
to a close, and voters in DeKalb and Fulton counties began
the 1970s by approving a referendum to create MARTA's
rail system. ARC, MARTA and the Georgia Highway
Department then signed a "tr i-pa rty" agreement in



December 1971 for regional transportation planning,
which would later be used by the US Department of
Transportation as a model for cooperative planning.
That same year, ARC began the Transit Station Area
Development Studies, which contributed to the design
for MARTA's rail stations and the ares around the stations.

ARC recommendations in the 1975 Regional Develop-
ment Plan helped lead to numerous transportation
improvements, including MARTA rail line extensions, HOV
(high occupancy vehicle) lanes, more bicycle facilities
and road improvements such as the Buckhead Loop.

In two landmark events, MARTA's first rail line opened
in 1979, and a year later the new Hartsfield Atlanta
International Airport terminal opened with more gates
than any other airport in the world. Hartsfield instantly
made the Atlanta Region a major international destination,
pumping millions of dollars into the region's economy
annually throughout the 1980s.

The '90s Require New Transportation Vision
Atlanta's profile was forever raised at the start of the 1990s,
when the city was selected to host the 1996 Centennial
Olympic Games ARC would go on to help stage the
monumental event by taking the lead in planning the
Olympic transportation system

Also, early in the decade, thousands of citizens across
the region gained the opportunity to playa more active
role in their region's planning with the launching of VISION
2020, the ongoing community-based planning project
that ranks as the largest in the country.

Congress meanwhile altered the transportation
planning landscape with two pieces of legislation: the
1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, requiring reductions in
automobile emissions, and the 199I Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act, emphasizing the integration
of transportation and land use, along with financial
balancing and public involvement

In 1993, ARC developed a Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian
Plan to provide extensive regional connections for these
alternative transportation modes. The same year saw
the opening of an extension of Georgia Highway 400 from
1-285 south to 1-85, an improvement recommended by
ARC 10 years prior.

ARC launched its Commute Connections program in
1995 to help employees in the region find alternatives
to driving to work alone, and Atlanta's hosting of the

Centennial Olympics a year later provided a massive and
successful experiment in alternative commuting. The
transportation plan ARC produced and managed for the
Olympics provided tangible proof that alternative com-
muting methods can reduce traffic congestion and improve
the region's air quality

As ARCcelebrates 50 years of cooperation and leader-
ship, the Atlanta Region reaps both the benefits and the
challenges that result from its phenomenal growth. With
an informed citizenry helping to point the way through
a variety of forums in 1997, ARC currently is striving to
develop a long-range transportation plan that will protect
the region's air quality while improving mobility for a
booming region in the next century.

Voters in DeKalb
and Fulton

counties voted in
1971 to approve
a referendum on

MARTA, leading
to the opening of

the transit
agency's first rail

line in 1979.
Today, MARTA

continues to offer
valuable

alternatives to
automobile travel.

Regional planners' recommendations helped lead
to construction of 1-285, the perimeter highway
that encircles Atlanta and intersects with 1-85 at
Tom Moreland Interchange.
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In 1947, Atlanta was on the fast track to becoming the

booming metropolis that it is today Roads were being

built, buildings constructed and the population was

increasing rapidly. But, in this time of new development

and change, a major component of the region had to be

considered - the environment. Not only did the rapid

growth affect the trees, water quality and wildlife, but

supplying water to the burgeoning population became

paramount.

Insuring A Clean and Adequate Water Supply
In 1950, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers began

construction of Buford Dam at Lake Lanier. Since

completion, it has provided the Atlanta Region with

water supply, hydropower, flood control and eventually,

a major recreation facility

By the late 1960s, however, it became evident that

the available water supply would not be sufficient in the

future to meet the growing needs of the Atlanta Region.

In 1972, Congress authorized the Metropolitan Atlanta

Water Resources Management Study (MAWRS) to develop

a long-range water supply management plan. The study

provided a comprehensive examination of the water

resource and wastewater needs in the region.

ARC provides resources to the community to encourage
streom monitoring and clean-up activities.

The Atlanta Region's finite water resaurces must be carefully managed.

In August 1976, ARC adopted a Water Supply Plan for

the Atlanta Region, developed through MAWRS and in

conjunction with the Atlanta Region Areawide Wastewater

Management Plan, adopted in June 1976. The Water Supply

Plan has been revised and updated through the years, with

the most recent major update occurring in December 1997.

During the 1980s, water supply and demand in the

Atlanta Region became a burning issue in a three-state

area. Recommendations made by the Corps of Engineers

to reallocate a portion of the water in Lake Lanier and

Lake Allatoona from hydropower use to water supply was

met with much opposition by Alabama and Florida. The

three states, which share some river basins, and the Corps

of Engineers subsequently agreed to a comprehensive

study of water in the basins - begun in 1992. The states

recently developed two interstate compacts, one for each

river basin, that were ratified by Congress. The compacts

provide a framework for continued cooperation and call

for the three states to agree on an allocation formula by

the end of 1998.

Throughout the 1990s, ARC has continued to help

protect the region's water supply by working with govern-

ments and communities to maximize water resources. In

1995, ARC facilitated a study of the Big Haynes watershed

in Rockdale County that led to an agreement of all the

local governments in the surrounding area to protect

the watershed. To better address water quality management

issues like storm water runoff, ARC established the Storm

Water Management Task Force in 1992 to bring together
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local public works and development staff. Lessons learned

from the Task Force are compiled in the 1.993, Municipal

Storm Water Management Manual which offers a guide for

developing a comprehensive municipal storm water

management program.

ARC has also been a leader in water conservation.

Since 1983, demand forecasts in the ARC Water Supply

Plan have accounted for future conservation. Board

policies from 1990 and 1991 provide specific recommen-

dations for ultra-low flow plumbing fixtures, water

conservation-based pricing, low-water-use landscaping

and public and industry education

Under contracts developed in 1986 with the City of

Atlanta, DeKalb, Fulton, and Gwinnett counties; Cobb-

Marietta Water Authority; Georgia Power; and the Corps

of Engineers, ARC coordinates the forecasting of weekly

water needs from the Chattahoochee River and Lake

Lanier and provides this information to the Corps of

Engineers and Georgia Power. This management system

conserves water and reduces the need for special water

supply releases.

Protecting the Chattahoochee River
In 1972, ARC adopted the Chattahoochee Corridor Study,

which investigated measures to protect the river as a

water supply and recreation resource. In 1973, the

Metropolitan River Protection Act (MRPA) - a result of

the previous year's Corridor Study - was passed by the

Georgia General Assembly. It required ARC to not only

develop a plan to protect the Chattahoochee River, but

also to monitor and work with local governments to

maintain development guidelines along the river. The

future of the river was further protected when, in 1978,

a bill establishing the Chattahoochee National Recreation

Area was adopted by Congress and signed into law by

then President Jimmy Carter.

In 1996, ARC began a study to extend more protection

to the southern section of the Chattahoochee River from

Peachtree Creek to West Point Lake. The study resulted

in a plan to develop the potential of this area as an

economic resource, recreational area and aesthetic

amenity while preserving natural areas and water quality

Expanding Parks and Natural Areas
In 1963, ARMPC prepared a Regional Nature Preserve

Plan, the first plan of its kind in the country. Over the

years, plans have called for the development and preser-

vation of parks and recreation areas such as Georgia's

Stone Mountain Park, Panola Mountain State Conservation

Park and the Chattahoochee River National Recreation

Area. Regional development plans will continue to protect

sensitive and historical areas in the Atlanta Region.

ARC Director Harry West announces a 1996 study aimed at protecting and
maximizing resources in the South Chattahoochee Corridor.



Community S

Human services planning has evolved over the years at
the regional level. The dividing lines have blurred not
only between traditional physical planning and human
services planning, but also between the roles and respon-
sibilities that public agencies, businesses, non-profit
organizations and citizens have in delivering human services
ARC's human services planning also works to reflect the
many interdependencies among sectors and disciplines
and the multiple instruments needed to help the region
meet common goals and community aspirations.

Collaborating to Meet Challenges
During the 1970s, the leadership of several public and
private human service agencies and major foundation
representatives met regularly to discuss human service
issues in the Atlanta Region. The discussions heightened
the need for interagency partnerships and, in 1978, ARC,
Economic Opportunity Atlanta, the Georgia Department
of Human Resources and United Way of Metropolitan
Atlanta formally established the Alliance for Human
Services Planning. The goal of the Alliance was, and still
is, to help its member organizations better respond to
community needs by providing a forum to work together
and identify funding for priority needs.

In 1984, the Alliance for Human Services expanded
its membership from four organizations to 14 in the
Atlanta Region and thus became a strong voice for human
service issues. During the Alliance's history it produced
a body of important work including the Dependent Children
Study, A Plan to Reduce Teenage Pregnancy, Homelessness: A

Five Year Plan, a Housing Summit and a Drug Summit. All
of these and other efforts produced invaluable ideas and
recommendations that were compiled in a regional
strategic plan in 1990 The Human Services Investment Strategy.

As the designated Area Agency on Aging, ARC provides volunteer and community
service opportunities for senior citizens.

Planning for Our Aging Population
In 1974, ARC was designated the Area Agency on
Aging (AAA) by the Georgia Department of Human
Resources as part of the Older Americans Act. As the
AAA, ARC is charged with planning for the needs of a
rapidly expanding older population as well as coordinating
the implementation of a number of diverse programs.
This work is accomplished through service agencies,
representatives from the publ ic and private sectors,
government officials and senior adults. In 1979, ARC
co-sponsored the first Silver Haired Legislature, which,
today remains a powerful advocacy group for seniors.

In response to the region's need for a standardized
information and referral service for the elderly, ARC
established the Aging Connection in 1981. Through this
hotline, the public, as well as service providers, can
quickly access a large database of information about
programs and services for older adults in the region.



In the 1990s, ARC's Aging program launched many new

initiatives including:

.~> The NETWORK, a new membership program that

provides training, educational bulletins and other

services to area seniors at reduced rates,

,~> Aging Connection Plus, a computer program and

database that supplies enhanced information

services to businesses to improve the quality of

services to their older customers,

.$> The Cobb Senior Institute, a collaboration of ARC,

Kennesaw State University and Cobb Senior Services,

that provides training and volunteer and community

service opportunities to senior citizens,

Preparing the Region's Workforce
In 1982, the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) was

adopted by Congress, and ARC was selected to serve as

an administrative agency for the Metropolitan Atlanta

Private Industry Council (MAPIC) Through its new Job

Training Division, ARC became responsible for adminis-

tering job training programs funded by the federal jTPA

program, Individuals who are economically disadvantaged,

unskilled or dislocated from former jobs receive counseling

and training through these programs, Former Eastern

Airlines and Lockheed employees are among those who

have benefited from the dislocated-workers program,

Regionol Ethnic Community Profiles were created by ARC in
response to inquiries to learn more about the Atlanto Region's

increasingly diverse population,

Through ARC and
MAPIC's ;ob training
programs, unskilled
and/or dislocated
workers receive
retraining and
counseling,

Through its Older Worker Hotline, ARC is able to help employ the Atlanta
Region's older populotion,

To build on these programs, an Older Worker lobl ine

was established in the '90s, as well as a Career Center

for Airline Industry Dislocated Workers, Two Career

Resource Centers - a joint effort of ARC, MAPIC, CorVel

Corporation, Southern Polytechnic State University, Cobb

County Public Schools, Kennesaw State University and

the Georgia Department of Labor - opened to provide

one-stop shops for employment resources,

Planning for a Changing Population
ARC created its Regional Ethnic Community Profiles in 1994

in response to the rapidly changing demographics in the

Atlanta Region and the high volume of inquiries about

the region's diversity The profiles are intended to foster

greater understanding of the rich ethnic and cultural

diversity developing in the Atlanta Region Information

from these Ethnic Profiles has been integrated into the

Human Services Inventory, part of the agency's overall

information database,

Human services planning is now fully integrated into

ARC's regional development planning process, cutting

across organizational lines to pull together established

initiatives and new programs, In the future, ARC will

strive to improve customer service and increase internal

collaboration, community partnerships and public

involvement to better deliver needed human services,



ARC M
FULTON COUNTY*
Joined: 1947

Area (sq. rni.): 529

1997 population (est) 760,100

1980 population: 589,904

Gain (1980-1997): 28.9%

Formed: 1853

County Seat:

Largest private
employers:

Government:

Chairman:

Did you know?:

Atlanta

mb

Delta Air Lines, BeliSouth

7-member Board of Commissioners

Mitch Skandalakis

The financially strapped Milton and Campbell counties merged with Fulton
during the Depression. The addition of these counties is what gives Fulton
its odd shape: it's about two-miles wide at its narrowest point. Fulton
used to look like a mirror-image of DeKalb, its neighbor to the east.

DEKALB COUNTY*
Joined: 1947

Area (sq. rni.): 268

1997 popu lation (est.): 594,400

1980 population: 483,024

Gain (1980-1997) 23.1%

Formed: 1822

County Seat:

Largest private
employers:

Government:

CEO

Did you know>:

Decatur

Emory University, Sears Roebuck & Co, BeliSouth

8-member Board of Commissioners

Liane Levetan

DeKalb originally contained all of the City of Atlanta.
Atlanta became Fulton County's seat when Fulton
was formed in 1853.

• Listed in the order they joined the regional planning body.

CITY OF ATLANTA*
Joined: 1947

Area (sq mil 132

1997 population (est.):426,300

1980 population: 424,922

Gain (1980-1997) .003%

Formed: 1847

Largest private
employers:

Government:

Mayor:

Did you know?:

Delta Air Lines, BellSouth

lo-rnernber City Council

Bill Campbell

Founded as Terminus in
1837, the city briefly
changed its name to
Marthasville before
becoming Atlanta.
Incorporated in 1847,
Atlanta became Georgia's
capital in 1877 and its
largest city three years
later, in 1880.



COBB COUNTY*
Joined: 1960

Area (sq mil: 340

1997 population (est): 535,000

1980 population 297,718

Gain (1980-1997) 79.7%

Formed:

County Seat:

Largest private
employers:

Government:

Chairman:

Did you know?:

1832

Marietta

The Atlanta Region

CLAYTON COUNTY*
Joined: 1960

Area (sq rni.). 143

1997 population (est): 209,500

1980 population: 150,357

Gain (1980-1997): 39.3%

Formed: 1858

County Seat: Jonesboro

Largest private
employers:

Government:

Delta Air Lines, JCPenney, Southern Regional Medical Center

5-member Board of Commissioners

The Home Depot, Kroger, Lockheed Martin

5-member Board of Commissioners

Bill Byrne (ARC Vice Chair)

The City of Marietta was named for the wife of Judge
Thomas Cobb, for whom the county was named.

Chairman:

Did you know?

Crandle Bray

Clayton County is home to the Atlanta State Farmer's Market,
the largest open-air produce farmer's market in the United
States and the second-largest in the world.



GWINNETT COUNTY*
Joined: 1960

Area (sq. mil: 433

1997 population (est.) 478,900

1980 population: 166,808

Gain (1980-1997) 1871%

Formed: 1818

County Seat: Lawrenceville

Largest private
employers:

Government:

Chairman:

Did you know?:

Scientific-Atlanta, Lucent Technologies, CIBA Vision

5-member Board of Commissioners

Wayne Hill

Gwinnett County is named for Button Gwinnett,
one of Georgia's three Declaration of Independence
signers. The oldest of the metro counties, Gwinnett
is home to a new civic and cultural center.

DOUGLAS COUNTY*
Joined: 1973

Area (sq. mil 199

1997 population (est.): 88,400

1980 population: 54,573

Gain (1980-1997): 620%

Formed: 1870

County Seat:

Largest private
employers:

Government:

Chairperson:

Did you know?:

Douglasvi lie

HCA Parkway Medical Center, Help Unlimited, Wal-Mart

5-member Board of Commissioners

Rita Rainwater (ARC Treasurer)

Providing a valuable drinking water source and
recreational opportunities, Dog River flows through
Douglas County before joining the Chattahoochee River.

ROCKDALE COUNTY*
Joined: 1973

Area (sq. mil 131

1997 population (est.): 64,800

1980 population 36,747

Gain (1980-1997) 76.3%

Formed: 1870

Cou nty Seat:

Largest private
employers:

Government:

Chairman:

Did you know?:

Conyers

AT&T, Lithonia Lighting, Sweetheart Cup

3-member Board of Commissioners

Randy Poynter (ARC Chair)

By area, Rockdale is the second-smallest
county in Georgia. Only Clarke County-
home of Athens and the University of
Georgia - is smaller.



HENRY COUNTY·
Joined: 1989

Area (sq mil: 323

1997 population (est) 95,900

J 980 population: 36,309

Gain (1980-1997): 164.19'0

Formed: 1821

County Seat:

Largest private
employers:

Government:

Chairman:

Did you know?:

McDonough

Kroger, NEC, Snapper Power Equipment

6-member Board of Commissioners

lim Joyner

Built in 1897, Henry County's courthouse
was restored through the efforts of local
citizens. Both James Weldon Johnson, author
of "Lift Ev'ry Voice and Sing," and Martin
Luther King, Sr. were from Henry County

CHEROKEE COUNTY·
Joined: 1993

Area (sq. mil: 424

1997 population (est): 122,300

1980 population: 51,699

Gain (1980-1997): 136.69'0

Formed: 1830

County Seat:

Largest private
employers:

Government:

Chairman:

Did you know?:

Canton

Interstaff lnc., Seaboard Farms, Wal-Mart

5-member Board of Commissioners

Hollis Lathem

Canton was named for the Chinese city of the
same name. The county fathers intended
Cherokee County to be a silk producer

FAYETTE COUNTY·
Joined: 1991

Area (sq mil: 197

1997 population (est):84,100

1980 population: 29,043

Gain (1980-1997): 189.69'0

Formed: 1821

County Seat: Fayetteville

Largest private
employers:

Government:

Chairman:

Did you know?:

Kroger, Matsushita, NCR

5-member Board of Commissioners

Robert Sprayberry

The Fayette County courthouse - built in
1825 - is the oldest in the state. The county
heralds the world's largest courthouse bench.



1997 BoardARC
Randy Poynter • • • Chair
Bill Byrne • • • Vice Chair
Mike Wheat • •• Secretary
Rita Rainwater • • • Treasurer
Manuel Maloof • •• Parliamentarian

(~~ Clara Axam
.~) Ronnie Bates
(~) Clark Boddie
(~) Paul Bolster
.~) Crandle Bray
.~) Dub Brown
.~) Charlie Camp
(~) Bill Campbell
.~) JackCarrollton
.~) Emmett Clower
.~) Billy Copeland
(~) Gene Hatfield
.~) Wayne Hill
.~) Gene Hobgood
(~) Amanda Hyatt
(~) Johnny Isakson
.~) Jim Joyner
.~) Julie Keeton
.~) Hollis Lathem
.~) Scott LeCraw
(~) Liane Levetan
(~) Chuck Martin
·S· Jim Millirons
·s· Doug Mitchell
.~) Clair Muller
.~) Rick Porter
.~) Paul Robinson
.~) David Rogers
.~) Richard Sailors
.~) Mitch Skandalakis
.~) Robert Sprayberry
C~) Bill Venema
·S· Charles Walker
.~) John Williams

Harry West • •• Director

of D'l ne c t o r s
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1947

The Metropolitan Planning Commission

(MPC) is created and becomes the first

publicly funded, multi-county planning

agency in the U.S. Member govern-

ments include DeKalb and Fulton

counties and the City of Atlanta.

1950

Building begins on Buford Dam at Lake

Lanier by U S. Army Corps of Engineers for

navigation, hydropower, flood control and

water supply for the Atlanta area.

1952

MPC recommends the development

of a transit system. Up Ahead, the region's

first comprehensive development plan, calls

for contained growth within a beltway (1-285).

conversion of a naval airport in Chamblee to

a civilian airport (Peachtree DeKalb), a civic

center and merchandise mart in downtown

Atlanta, along with several major parks

including Stone Mountain and a portion of the

ChattahoocheeRiverNational RecreationArea.

1954

Now ... For Tomorrow, a revised regional

plan, recommends more expansive growth,

study that would result in DeKalb

General and South Fulton Hospitals

and improvements to the bus transit

system including express buses on

new expressways when completed.

1959

Region reachesthe 1million population mark.

1960

Atlanta Region Metropolitan Planning

Commission (ARMPC) is formed as successor

to MPC, adding three new member

counties - Clayton, Cobb and Gwinnett.

1962

New Regional Development Plan and Plan

for Rapid Transit are adopted by ARMPC.

1963

First Nature Preserves Plan

is adopted for Atlanta Region.

1965

First Airport Systems Plan in U.S. is created

and adopted by ARMPC - calling for a

midfield terminal and parallel runways

1966

Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority

(MARTA) becomes an operating agency.

1967

ARMPC helps spearhead region's

first criminal justice plan,

Next Move, Planning for Less Crime.



1968

ARM PC adopts an updated regional

development plan that for the first time

includes plans for major activity centers

like Buckhead and Perimeter Center

1969

Last two links of 1-285 completed

Areawide Water/Sewer Plan completed

1971

Act 5 is passed by the Georgia General

Assembly combining several agencies

into a new planning authority to

become ARC the next year

ARC, MARTA and the Georgia Highway

Department sign a "ttl-party" agreement for

regional transportation planning and

cooperation, the first of its kind in the

country - used later as a model by the

U.S. Department of Transportation

The MARTA referendum passes in Fulton

and DeKalb counties, leading the way for a

mass transit rail and bus system.

1975

ARC's adopts its first Regional

Development Plan.

1972
1978

ARC is officially created, with

Dan Sweat as the first executive director ARC joins other regional partners in forming

the Alliance for Human Services Planning.

Ernest Barrett begins his tenure as ARC

chair, a post he holds through 1984. 1979

ARC co-sponsors first

Silver-Haired Legislature.

First MARTA rail line opens.

1980

Hartsfield Atlanta International Airport's

new terminal opens.
Chattahoochee River

Corridor Study completed

1973

Harry West becomes director of ARC,

a post he still holds today.

The Metropolitan River Protection Act is

passed by the Georgia General Assembly.

Douglas and Rockdale counties join ARC.

1974

ARC is designated as Area Agency on Aging



1982 1989 1993

ARC establishes Decision Resources

Center to share planning information

and data with the public

Georgia Growth Strategies Law passes. Shared community vision for 2020 unveiled

Henry County joins ARC Cherokee County joins ARC
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1995

ARC designated as the administrative

agency for job training programs.

ARC produces first Economic Developmen

Information System (EDIS)

CD-ROM in the country.

1984
1996

ARC initiates Major Development

Area Plan Reviews. Region reaches 3 million in population.

1990

AIlANTA POPULATION NOW
Human Services Investment

Strategy created - first long-range

plan for prioritizing human

service needs for region.

ARC develops transportation plan for

Centennial Olympic Games.

1991

ARC and Metro Business Forum co-found

the Regional Leadership Institute.

Region reaches 2 million in population. Fayette County joins ARC

1985 ARC initiates VISION 2020, the largest

community-based planning effort ever

conducted in the country.

1997

ARC Regional Development Plan is

updated to reflect rapid growth.

ARC works to develop new 2020 Regional

Development Plan, with associated Water

Supply and Regional Transportation Plans .
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